
January 20, 2021 

The Honorable Roger Wicker 

Chairman 

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation 

512 Dirksen 

Washington, DC 20510 

The Honorable Maria Cantwell 

Ranking Member 

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation 

420A Hart 

Washington, DC 20510 

Senators Wicker and Cantwell – 

On behalf of the American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC) – the business 

association of the nation’s engineering industry – I am writing to support the quick confirmation 

of Pete Buttigieg as the next U.S. Secretary of Transportation. 

At a forum on infrastructure that we cohosted last year, Mr. Buttigieg said infrastructure is a 

mayor’s “native language.”  With his experience as a mayor, he keenly understands the critical 

role that transportation plays in a community’s economic development, the safety and wellbeing 

of its citizens, and the health of the environment.  In that role and on the campaign trail, he 

demonstrated a deep knowledge of the transportation and infrastructure challenges facing both 

urban and rural areas and the technological developments that will impact how we plan, design, 

and build the transportation systems of tomorrow.  He is well equipped to lead the Department of 

Transportation at this important time in our history. 

This nomination is important to us because America’s engineering industry plays a critical role 

in the transportation sector, working with federal, state, and local agencies, across all modes, to 

deliver projects to the public.  Our firms engage through early-stage planning, environmental 

reviews, and preliminary engineering, to construction management and inspections to ensure that 

project objectives are met.  ACEC member firms represent an important component of the 

transportation economy and will help lay the foundation for an infrastructure-based recovery in 

2021. 

We are confident that Mr. Buttigieg will be an effective leader, spokesperson, and negotiator as 

Secretary of Transportation.  We thank you for scheduling this committee hearing so early in the 

new year, and we look forward to a quick confirmation process. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Bauer Darr 

President & CEO 


